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"Destination Unknown” is the result of an organic process, sharing works reflecting the journey we call life. With hopes and
dreams, we wander down the road, taking detours toward things that interest us. Sometimes we break down, forced to make repairs.
Many times, we speed through, neglecting the scenery. Other times, we stand at a crossroad in realization that the destination is not
so clear anymore, maybe finding there was no destination to begin with. We may throw away the road map and just drive. Or, we rely
on GPS just to get across town. And when we get where we thought we wanted to go, we turn back to find home. It often seems that
once we decide where we are going we find ourselves somewhere completely different.
Along the way, we discover that life is more about the journey and not so much about the destination. And so, it has been a
pleasure to discover where these contributors have visited and to understand just a little better what life means to them, through the
sharing of art. It is with honor and wonder that we present these travels.
May you love the journey and may your destination always remain unknown,

Cat Hubka
Leonardo Editor

The depth of this collection is limitless, allowing a glimpse into the soul of each contributor; painting pictures of loss, hate,
redemption, joy, love, and the extraordinary. With the aspiration to omit my personal notions of why and where this collection will
take you, I am reminded of a quote by Thomas Bailey Aldrich. “When every detail is given, the mind rests satisfied, and the imagination loses the desire to use its own wings.”
Enjoy your voyage,

Aaron Stout
Leonardo Editor

Editing Leonardo was a challenge. We editors found ourselves in uncharted territory, a concept that worked its way onto the
cover and greatly influenced the theme of this edition. In the past, editors chose the works and an entire business graphics class
handled the visuals, layout, and design. With that course of study now gone from CNM, it was up to our tiny group to take care of all
the aspects. The editorial process is a collaborative one, and as with any collaboration, there were differing opinions. This edition of
Leonardo represents our collective artistic differences in both what was included and what was left out. We all had works we wanted
to see make the cut that didn’t, and vice versa. The task of editing Leonardo has been a challenging and rewarding experience, and
although I attribute at least two gray hairs to the endeavor, I would do it again in a heartbeat.

Joel Wigelsworth
Leonardo Editor

Leonardo 2012, Destination Unknown, breaks new ground in the evolution of CNM’s literary arts annual. This year’s editors,
Cat Hubka, Aaron Stout, Joel Wigelsworth, Milly Leyva, and Leah Leyva, collaborated very effectively, selecting from hundreds
of entries the works that represent some of CNM’s finest writers and artists. Extra special thanks go to Graphic Designer Jonathan
Gamboa, who stepped up and did a beautiful job on the layout and design — we truly couldn’t have done it without him! We all extend
our gratitude to CNM’s Dean of Students Rudy Garcia and the Student Allocations Board for their continued support.

Patrick Houlihan, Ph.D.
Leonardo Faculty Adviser
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Distant Thunder
By Darlene Gallegos

Distant thunder
Storm approaching
Like the memory
Of a long lost lover
On a warm summer day
Distant thunder
So close
Yet so far away
Like the memories
Of yesterday
Distant thunder
Lightning bolts
Bringing the rain
That washes away the pain
Distant thunder
Rumbling away
Reflecting on dreams
Flowing endlessly like streams
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Pole Extension
Cullen Boardman
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Fuzzy City
By Justin Mark Stewart
Fuzzy City
You Furry Creatures
You dance in my dreams
No not woodland
You urban ones
You know you
It is not just that hair,
That furry face
It is that charm and bravado,
That irascible manhood
No, I know what you think with
It still is pretty insurmountable to describe
You hold masculine and feminine
All in a more specialized term
I just see you and drool
I guess I know where my compass points
Then I see this twink
He thinks I am hot
He is too
Then I wonder
Am I one of you?
Can I love whomever I love
Just because I love him
Or do I have to conform
One more time
To some co-co-cultured
Stereotype
Ah well…
Fuck it
I love that I loves
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Ready For a Get Away
By Aaron Stout

cross roads of connected souls out on the wind
sleepless at midnights sun
desperate to slip into a dream with you
I can see for miles and miles
into your russet eyes
lets burn that oil along with T.W.
malleably gruff and grim
spattered whimsical sentiments
falling all over again
dreaming our dream
in our peculiar way
naked with the radio.
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For the First Time

For the first time
In a very, very long time
I allow myself to feel - Desire
By Cat Hubka
I imagine wicked delicious
Gloriously natural things
Like my legs in the air
Or wrapped around you
Or astride you
Filling myself with you
Or you filling me
My ass bouncing in your hands
Or your hands on my hips
The rhythm of two bodies
		
Working together - without working - without speaking
		
Just breathing - panting heaving for air
For the first time
In a very long time
I can’t help but feel - Alive
My skin flushed and hot
My heart pulsing and hard
I am moist and wet
Like a waterfall
I imagine those few moments
That only take a few moments
The moments that I lose myself in
For a lifetime they seem to have been
		
Find me - Feel me
		
I feel you – Feed me
		
Like we’ve always - Been
For the first time
In a very long time
I allow myself to - Melt
Powerlessly powerful
I am helpless from within
Where does my will go
When I fall into your kiss?
		
Smell you - hear you - feel you
		
I hear a sigh - Was that me?
		
It must have been
For the first time
In a very long time
I remember I am - Organic
I taste a mouth that tastes like mine
Smell skin that smells like home
Lips and tongue and face
Which feels like me kissing myself
		
Nearly forgotten
		
A memory deep within me
		
From the very first time
		
I remembered you
		
For the first time
		
In a very, very long time
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Under Charlie’s Covers
By Megan Powell

Under Charlie’s covers
It was musty, quaint, and pleasantly strange
I swore I had found bliss
Books littered the old linoleum floor
Narrow paths lined with yellowed pages
Shelves groaning from the weight of sleeping stories
I ran my fingers over their worn and weary bindings
Stretched spines from hours of enjoyment
Leafs of the written word wrapped in leather bound covers
Cramped corners piled high with paperbacks
Stacks upon stacks of steamy romances, cut throat killers, cat burglars
Piles of buried treasure, crafty hobbies, creatures from the unknown
As I sat in that secluded niche by the drafty window
Sunlight pierced the glass and laid upon those memorable stories
Stories, that took me back to my favorite adventures
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Where I’m From…
By Ana Marie Padilla

Where I’m from...
I am from old scribbled notebooks,
From Mead college ruled and Paper*Mate.
I’m from loud and chaotic moving boxes.
I’m from the Cherry Blossoms that seemed to follow,
From their ever changing patterns of Rebirth.
I’m from garage parties and throwing bones,
Yo soy del Gonzales y los Padilla.
I’m from the sweet smell of Black and Mild’s, with music
Blasting in the background, competing with the laughter.
I am from “Ooops, I forgot…” and “Did you really?!”
I’m from a child’s nightly prayer and a bible story before bed.
I’m from Los Vegas, NM and Española,
From Green Chile and Chicken Enchiladas
I’m from my father’s tire shop that served as my playground, While teaching grown men to change oil and tires.
I’m from my crazy dysfunctional family,
With a pile of pictures in my dresser,
And Boxes of letters and notebooks under my bed.
I’m From….
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Mi Vida Loca
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Amanda Romero
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Little College Town
on Poverty Row

By Sarah Nicholson

Radioactive cement from the days of Oppenhiemer
Scents of piss and smoke
Incense and roasting green chile downwind
Unique unto itself
Crack heads and cholos
Hippies and hookers
Zombies of the urban desert
O the dichotomy
Burque boys in their cargo shorts
I sink as Lead
Burque boys strumming their guitars
Rise with Coal
Central Gold Silver and Yale
Corporate and eclectic
“Beautiful!” Says the tourist
Ignore the pigeons
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Home

By Chantel Kerbs

Home is where the knives are hung
the blinds undrawn for hearts to shun
Swing and sway til day is done
a careless dance to heartless song.
Sharpened, waiting
mindless bleeding
A muse is sitting, barely breathing
captured,cornered, ceased believing
Down this faith I won't be needing
life is shortened love is rationed
Knives are useless metal fashions
hung in vain of mortal passion.
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-Hungry EyesBy Nathan Manzanares

As I wake I shake the sleep from my tired eyes,
and stretch my stiff arms into the air.
The first foot to hit the cold floor is my right.
An overpowering light starts a revolving day,
I guess this means it time to eat.
I’ll try not to stuff my face past the point of no return.
Around noon the rumble in my stomach makes its return,
my heart starts to race and my eyes
begin to widen. Crazed thoughts of wanting to eat
the skin from off my arm arise. Robust scents of meat hit the air,
I can’t believe it’s already time for my second meal of the day.
This revolting intake has passed the point of greed and can’t be right.
What I am I talking about it’s my right
to eat like a hog, and I’ll always return
for a third helping. I’m the master of my lonely day,
there’s no chance of petite young hungry eyes
looking my way today. They’ll likely be afraid I’ll consume all their air,
sadly I believe I’ll never be full and I’ll continue to eat.
Deep down there’s an even fatter person inside me trying to eat
its own self to ensure survival. People may say my way of life isn’t right,
but who are they to judge they’re far from the god of the air.
I can only pray I won’t be too heavy to lift when the Lord makes his glorious return.
It’s time to change, it’s time to regain hold of myself and tam these hungry eyes.
The dawn of a new age starts with tomorrow’s dawn of a new day.
The very next morning of change starts with a sense joy and an urge to take on the day.
The feeling I usually have in my stomach is gone, I no longer want to eat.
One glance at food brings a river of mournful tears to my eyes.
This lifestyle of change has already brought my pain then hope. Right
now is the time I must take the never ending journey to my bathroom, and return
to my master known as the scale. Before I step forward I release a worried gasp of air.
As I look down at the humiliating scale, I receive an immediate rush of air
to my heavy lungs. If only I could jump, I would easily declare this day
redemption day. I would then vow to never let myself return,
to my old-self. From this day forward I promise never to eat just to eat.
For the first time in a long time it doesn’t hurt to turn to the right.
Tonight before I go to sleep I won’t have to pamper my beady eyes.
This journey makes me beg for less, but now when I sit to eat
I no longer need two chairs. I no longer live a day-to-day nightmare the right
choice was made. I am no longer scared to return the looks received from strangers and their hungry eyes.
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Fence in the West
Cullen Boardman
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Cigarettes Cure Asthma, Promote
Insanity and Incontinence, and
Are Good For Children
By Joel Wigelsworth

While perusing a December 1894 issue of The Illustrated London News, I was taken aback by an advertisement
for Cigares de Joy, which claims to cure asthma. Approximately three fifths of the ad’s size is taken up by an oval shape
formed by the large, bold-face words “Cigares de Joy” across the top, and “Cure Asthma” across the bottom. In the center
of the oval is an illustration of a Victorian-era woman’s head and shoulders, with a cigarette billowing out stylized smoke
between her lips. In the remaining two fifths of the space, the text states the product’s effects, who the product is intended
for, where the product can be purchased, and how much it costs.
The advertisement is very matter-of-fact in its statements, drearily unimaginative, its purpose unquestionably to sell
the medicinal cigarette. This product inducement mentions women and children, and seemingly targets that audience, but
does not specifically exclude men. It implies that it is effective and safe enough for women and children, but beneficial to
anyone seeking bronchial relief. While we in the 21st century would never think to smoke anything medicinal (with the
exception of the medical marijuana movement), smoking was widely accepted during the time period of the publication; a
smokable medicine would not have been scandalous then (even for children), as it would be today. This advertisement is not
too far removed from drug ads we see in our time, the primary difference being the lack of legal disclosure or fine print.
This ad, like modern ones, describes a remedy and lists its redeeming qualities. The statements made, for the most part,
are true, if one overlooks lies of omission.
Cigarettes can cure asthma?! Well, cure may be too strong a declaration, but these cigarettes did, in fact, have
medicinal properties. Cigares de Joy, unlike other “quack” medicines of the era, was actually recommended by doctors, as
well as reputable publications like the London Medical Journal. Their active ingredient was Datura stramonium, which
relaxes the muscles of the bronchial tubes, and helps to dry out mucus. The advertisement’s claim of chest relief is accurate;
in the correct quantities, Cigares de Joy could relieve women and children of respiratory discomfort. Datura stramonium
had for centuries been used to remedy a variety of afflictions because of its anti-inflammatory qualities, and sedative effects.
It was used to provide relief from cough and asthma, to sedate patients with severe mental or emotional disturbances, and
was even administered to soldiers in 16th century Europe to dull their emotions before battle. What is not mentioned: the
main ingredient being a narcotic hallucinogen; its frequency of overdose; and its side effects which include, but are not limited to, fits of terror and rage, nervous tics, violent behavior, religious delusions, hyperactive sexuality, and incontinence.
Datura stramonium, you see, is a toxic plant that is also known by the names Jimsonweed, Locoweed, Thornapple, and
Hell’s Bells, to name a few.
The 1894 advertisement for Cigares de Joy differs little from medicine ads from the present. There are two differences: a modern drug’s legal obligation to list possible side effects, something not required in 1894; and a modern endorsement would not recommend women or children (or anyone for that matter) smoking cigarettes, especially as medicine. The
similarities between the old and the new: both promise relief from various ailments or discomforts, both are targeted to a
specific audience, and both have proven benefits backed by medical studies. This product from antiquity, like many modern
medicines, has the potential for providing relief from one ailment, while creating one or more new ailments—often more
severe or unpleasant than the original. It is interesting to note that this has not changed in well over 100 years. With
Cigares de Joy, your airways may be a little clearer, but you have killed six people, run naked through town, you believe
you are Joan of Arc, and you have soiled yourself again. I’ll keep my cough, thank you.
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World Green and Tender
By Aaron Stout

Dew settled on your grave
Ash and puddles
You took your sunshine and left me
Too cold with pale desperation
Buried somewhere over a charcoal rainbow
Heading toward gentle rows of olive and brass
Reminding me of some home I never belonged
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Red or Green?
Cat Hubka
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On The Road In Wickenberg

By Cat Hubka

On the road in Wickenberg
A dry October day
Saguaros, ocotillos, mesquite
Spiky emotional fray
Gliding over the asphalt
Freshly paved
Scorched and smooth
In tight formation
Beside me you rode
A leather clad gauntlet guardian
Maybe an angel maybe the devil
On the road in Wickenberg
Past an old gold mine and Rattlesnake Museum
Where dozens of black cats
Sunned themselves
In the dusty shade
Camouflaged and sheltered
From the coyotes at night
But not I
No you lay down beside me in the full moon light
		
On the road in Wickenberg
Our mournful kickstands down
Two hobo souls shacked up
In an aging conversion van

At a mobile home park
Two weeks before
A man had been murdered there
Bitterly blasted between the parked cars
At least at the end of the day
I could get a shower
And change my underwear
		
On the road in Wickenberg
Two wretched weeks waiting for her to rescue you
With a Western Union wire
Watching the seven o’clock ritual of denial and betrayal
To call her
You fed the pay phone quarters every night
But during the day
She clogged my cell phone with vicious voice mail
		
On the road in Wickenberg
Destiny darkly determined by highway
I went east
You went north
You are always going the wrong way
In my rear view mirror
Once again
		
On the road in Wickenberg
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Guardian
By Andréa de Blanc

Gaurdian
You are my favorite danger
a thought I hold onto
tightly, carefully
like a favorite knife
sharp and true in my hand
I run my fingers over
the edges of a memory
the dangerous ideas
shining like my bright desire…
I have imagined this
we collide like moleculeshard in the night
hard in my mind
in the spaces between
wolf green eyes
I wanted you to feel it too
and reach for me…
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Oasis

By Andréa de Blanc

This desert I am inside
dry and thirsty for you
a whisper of moisture
touches me
refreshment for the soul
the dormant one
the sleeping seed of self
awakened by the delight
rain’s rapture
in your eyes
your acceptance
the way I am
inspired to greater heights
the bliss of being
more for you
sweet love’s release
I am no longer earthbound
set free, spun like silk
spiderwebs
we are woven together
light and strong
the heart of steel
love like a feather
weightless.
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Stinking Fish Head
By Aaron Stout

Kissing a fish is wet and cold
Bug breath fiend – close those scale covered lips
The mechanism of your gill breather is quite fascinating
Still don’t want the taste to linger in my mouth
There is fly butt jammed between your
needle teeth on your upper mandible
Gross fish head
I just want to poke those jelly filled eye balls
out with my used tooth pick and throw them
At my sister just to see the look on her face
Keep your bug eyed, cold scaly mouth to yourself you
decapitated fish head because I am tired of your stench
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Screen Door
By Megan Powell

Night is knocking at my screen door
Her cold bony fingers scratching against scarred wood, chipped paint
Reminding me again that she’s still out there
Waiting…
I see her frigid face staring back at me
Her icy breath fogging my windows
She motions me to come hither
I smile, wave and mouth to her
“It’s not time for me to play”
As I lay down to sleep and dream
I hear the weeping of the night
And the sharp slap of the screen door
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Blackest Light
By Chantel Kerbs

Coal is the dome overhead
Stars like ghosts drifting above
Dew left on petals
Pearls upon the
Red rose glowing
Moon illuminates Darkness
Love blooms in blackest light
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Come Out to Play
By Deanna Romero

The little girl lays in the dark
In the living room of her aunt’s
Everyone is asleep in their rooms
Or supposed to be…
She’s afraid of the dark
She knows what happens
When she is left alone
A sudden creak of the ceiling makes her quake
What’s that?
She thinks to herself
The monster is awake
It’s creeping down from upstairs
She can hear its heavy breathing
She holds on to her blanket
For dear life
Shuts her eyes tightly
Prays the monster disappears

Prays for the monster to drop dead
Silence falls over the room
Is it gone?
She wonders
She turns her head slowly
Only to have her eyes
Its eyes
Meet
She tries to scream
Only to be hushed
By the monsters cold hands
Covering her mouth
The monster whispers in the child’s ear
“I couldn’t resist you’re so beautiful tonight”
Its claws slowly move down the blanket
The little girl is frozen in the dark
Knowing the monster has come out to play
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Angry and Hurt©
By Judi Welch

Broken dreams lie strewn cross the floor
Covering the carpet from here to the door.
I watch broken-hearted as You make to leave,
Standing there cold-hearted leaving me to grieve.
I'm sorry You couldn't get past my limitations
But that makes You a coward by my estimations.
I did not lie to You or paint pretty pictures,
I am how I am... with no half measures.
Go live Your life and play Your games,
And wonder if I'll sully Your name.
Yes I'm bitter, angry and hurt,
You've left me here feeling like dirt.
No words like I'm sorry,
I didn't mean to hurt
Just 'best of luck' is all
You had to say.
When Your next little girl
Sits next to Daddy's knee...
May she do to You
What You just did to me.
It would be Your just desserts.
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What Tangled Webs We Weave
Cat Hubka
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Poem 4

By Alexander Blackburn

I am the dog,
I come from space,
So I chew on my brain until I believed I’m real
My only friends are the fleas on my back.
I am the dog,
I set fire to the trailer park where I was born,
In hopes of finding my own messiah,
I am the dog,
I stink up the house until I find my one and only,
I watch the sky, splattered megalomania beauty,
Like a gunshot wound day-dream.
I am the dog,
I bury my skeletons in the backyard,
My own little graveyard of secrets.
I am the dog,
I please myself till the world becomes pretty,
I hope the sun comes up soon.
I scream murder!
You scream murder!!
We all scream murder!!!
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Crow

By Jessica Zarrazola

A black crow stands on
The cold and mushy white snow
Doesn’t fly away.

Cottonwood Crow
`

Cat Hubka
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Poem 1

By Alexander Blackburn

I once believed I was Jesus Christ,
But that’s before I drowned.
I’ve wrestled bears in Russia, under the frozen Moscow skies,
But it didn’t pay that well.
I’ve been a curious sideshow act, in a vast ocean of drunken lights, breathing fire, uninhibited.
I’m a walking atom bomb
Everything and everyone I encounter is engulfed in white light and black rain, the words
Oppenheimer read from the Bhagavad Gita, light up like a colossal, burning neon sign on the
Vegas strip, above me and those surrounding.
I’ve tried electroshock therapy to cure Lycanthropy,
But I still come out most nights, howling at the full moon.
I am the Sasquatch,
The missing link of man, the misunderstood.
I once witnessed an exorcism,
But found that I was the one in need of an exorcist.
I saw pigs flying through the sky,
They were like B-52’s that shook the ground, as if giants were dancing, hell-bent on throwing the
Earth off its axis.
I pursued Leviathan from the pages of the Bible, in a canoe, like a man obsessed, only to
Jump into its mouth to find Heaven.
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Reason
By Leah Leyva

When the probable becomes impossible,
We tend to pretend we can reason.
But when Black smoke
rises from the ground,
When the wind becomes an eerie sound…
You cannot forget that they are all around.
Watching us from the
other side of the mirror.
Perusing our sweet blood
and torturous nightmares…
We ignore our senses of the
unknown to eliminate our fears.
An optical illusion or a mind trick may do,
But you can’t keep the
demons from seeking you…
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Big Boy
By Ryan Jayne

So I usually have an explanation for my ways
I think a tornado came between my ears,
Before you came,
Having nothing to say is one of my childish fears.
I need someone with a telescope to make it clear.
I think I qualify to wear
The big boy drawers, and have a big boy sword
For the tourists who come through my stumbling abode
But some days it seems like
I’m stuck in that I don’t give an F mode,
So I just think about the day when now will be the better
I need a big boy voice that tells me that I need to wear a sweater
I keep my eyes on the lies that keep me from the cold
But will someone bold please set me free
So I can hack all the weeds the and blurry dishonesties
I need a break in the clouds to see that life is moving,
I need a big boy haircut and a fresh facial grooming
That makes me look I belong on Wall Street
And find a lady that’s gonna make my heart beat
So when I lay in my sheets to tack on a day to my calendar
Or another whisker on my cheek, let me sleep
And hope someday Il wear some big boy drawers and my life will be stellar
Awake from a fog to see I’m living in color.
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Orange

By Scotty Allen

Orange is the color that refuses to rhymeOrange is the color with safety in mind.
Prisoners wear orange to keep them in line.
But still the word orange refuses to rhyme.
I looked in the dictionary, thesaurus tooLots of words rhyme with yellow and blue.
But orange is the color that boggles the mind.
Still orange is the word that refuses to rhyme.
Let me ask you a question where will you find
A poem that has orange, and still will rhyme.
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Of Scottie on Poetry
By Chase Kolozky

Scottie hasn’t had a drink in twenty years he says,
In passing to a joke that said he had been drinking,
Scottie speaks of working men, their cracked hands,
And I notice grease in the creases of his fingers.
His eagerness equals the youngest youth,
He answers quickly every question, then
The professor scratches Scottie’s shoulder so
Another student may chime in. Scottie holds his tongue
In turn and begins again soon after. Then, in silence,
Listens humbly while the teacher speaks and a student reads
and reads along in silence eagerly. His one bald spot,
Toward the back of his head among his long grey-white hair,
Displays his days of Labor: red, spotted by sun-rays,
And of his scowl, his response to a reading,
The instructor cracks another joke. To this, Scottie,
Without a sigh, says of a poem, “This poem rhymes”.
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Fake

By Melody Ballard

Put on your Sunday best!
Take that frown off your face... put a smile in its place.
Sure you’re dying inside... but, it’s okay!
Wipe those tears from your eyes, and, dear- blow your nose.
“She’s fine… she’s just feeling the Holy Ghost!”
Don’t we look great- one big happy family… so it seemsWhen we get home- it’s your neck I’m going to ream.
A family of actors; and the award goes to usInnocent on the outside,
Yet guilty of hatred, discord and mistrust.
And ‘round and ‘round this merry go round we keep playing,
Making me feel nauseated inside for the length of time we’ve been staying.
Guess what? I’m a big girl nowI don’t have to hide
Behind the artificial mask of all your lies.
I’m moving forward with no thanks to you.
Stay plastic, fakeBut I’m walking in the truth.
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Cast Out
By Aaron Stout

Sketch against the haze just before dawn
Cool from an autumn rain
He stood at a breakwater’s point
Meek against a backdrop of endless sky and ocean
Cove deserted but for the noise of white and black sea birds
Arbitrarily scuttling about
Scuffling for the leftovers of midnight’s flood
Between burst of short flight
Familiar with the stink of wave washed
Pebbles, rough sand, and abandoned shells
Mixed with the reek of brine
His hands stuffed into the front pockets of his Levis
Faded by time and love
Black pea coat collecting droplets of spray
Cascade of rhythmic disruption peaked with white foam
The Seawater slops slyly toward his aged blue sneakers
Then quickly away before impact
The posture of a man trodden by memory
Waiting for a glimpse of time long since departed
Still barren of sentiment
Unwilling to cast away the gloom
A pale sun peeks shyly
While cloaked behind grumpy clouds ready to let go again
The breeze off the salty water grabs at my eyes
Begging for tears kept back by pride
In its persistence I strive to decline
Then his retiring glance waves me forward
Standing at a breakwater’s point
Meek against a backdrop of endless sky and ocean
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2 A.M. Rush
By Andréa de Blanc

2 a.m. rush
the city was mine
that night we rode
owning the seven hills
my escorts like jets
flanking me
muscled and strongsilent smiles and
loud knowing looks
stealth cycles spinning
sparks do flyrushing the streetlights
belonging to the night
to each other
through the fogI won’t forget the way I feltprotected and adored
safe in the dark
with youanother memory
rushes me
ask for anything
you’ve got it
just smile
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What Is,
What Was,
What Could Be
By Aaron Stout

You told me that our love was art
Elegant even timeless
I said our love was a doodle
Simplistic and diverse
A duplicate of none other
You said love was everlasting
I said love was transitory
You committed to love me until death
I said we would find each other in the next life to re-evaluate
You said we might not have love then
I said we would catch up in time
Love always does.
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What’s On Your Mind
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By Amelia Leyva
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Peace

By Megan Powell

Oblivion is at my doorstep
Its quiet calm surface, beckoning
Inches from my feet, my cold bare feet
The blood red nail polish, boldly contrasting my pale, cold, bare feet
I long to dip my toes into it, to see how cool and serene it is
Its feeling as intoxicating as it wraps around me, tugging my very soul
I want it; I crave it more than anything
To know that ecstasy that only peace can offer me
I desire the silence and the freedom that go with it
But will it make me luminous?
Will it make my heart beat fast in my chest?
My breath quick and short?
My cheeks flushed?
My laughter rich?
My eyes dance?
My mind race?
No it will not bring me that
There is only one that could offer such a gift
A gift of life
That one is Chaos
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Film Ate My Heart

By Leah Leyva

I can’t think right now
I can’t see right now.
My demons are running free right now.
I can’t focus on a single thing.
All I see is bright lights,
And silver lighting.
I see a vision…
Visions come from nightmares.
Crooked smiles and soaking in a bath of blood.
Such beauty in horror,
“She was found dead on a glorious morning in the center of a field of lilacs.”
Passion in surrealistic thinking,
Living in black and white.
So spectacular…
But not as gratifying as it seems.
No release,
No success,
I am nothing.
I can’t breathe right now,
I’m overwhelmed with fear right now,
I can’t risk losing my chance to be heard.
With passion and desire,
Even a friend will live to uninspire me….
But what they can’t see is that I refuse to fight.
I refuse to fail.
I was born to create.
Dear God,
Please know that I am trying,
To keep re-lighting this scene.
I don’t know what it all means.
All the lights that make us feel momentarily perfect.
The fire that consumes us when we share our “marvelous” ideas.
The madness of this industry can sometimes weigh us all down.
But this passion I feel will push me to be all that I can be.
I have a drive to inspire the world.
I must release these demons inside of me,
For they are my greatest muse.
They are my ticket to success.
So I shall release my mind,
Without fear of rejection or judgment,
I will feed you my thoughts.
Show you my dreams.
I will make you understand the bright lights,
And allow you to feel the warmth of my silver lighting.
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Poem 5

By Alexander Blackburn

Dance, Dance, my Droogs,
We shall go out at night,
Prowling every corner, like crazed, lust-filled beasts foaming from the mouth,
We shall be the shadow that waltzes with the body,
Our only companion in a world of nameless faces,
We live between the conscious and subconscious,
Coming out only to break inside the hearts of men,
Where secrets go to hide,
We are the pyschopomps that guide souls to their destinations,
Across the rivers of the lost and forests of the forgotten,
Standing empty without purpose, only wandering shells of what they once were,
We shall dine on the lost memories of loved ones,
We are grave robbers, perverts of the night,
Let’s put on our Sunday best, and parade through demented streets,
Our heroes are all imaginary,
We shall go down to Mexico and dance with the dead,
Falling asleep in the graves we have dug for ourselves,
We shall jump down the rabbit’s hole,
Frolic through a wonderland of untamed dreams, being hypnotized by,
The sweet tongues of angels,
We speak in dog,
Communicating in psychobabble, with each bark,
We walk on a strange earth,
Following a drunk messiah,
Like murder,
Our neighbors looking through peepholes and blinds in horror and fascination,
We sing love songs, each note caresses our naked flesh,
Making us moan in ecstasy and cry for life never lived,
It’s complete bedlam, throw us back to the funny farm,
We shall feast on pills, that make us think we are real,
So let’s make them think we are sane,
Let us speak in tongues for their amusement,
After all,
They paid the price of admission.
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No House of God
By Deanna Romero

Two little Indian girls sit in a darkened room
Isolated from the other church campers
The beds are old and cracked from the bedpost
Any day now it could tumble down
The mattresses are old and stained dark brown
Water stains run along the walls and floors
No sunlight comes from the window
Where the blinds are bent and ripped
The air itself felt is claustrophobic
Two little Indian girls sit in a darkened room
Assigned specifically to them
Two little Indian girls sit in a darkened room
The oldest sister is forced to beg for forgiveness
Five Hail Mary’s and three Our Fathers
Must be said before leaving this room
The younger of the two chooses to remain by her sister’s side
With tears still falling down her already soaked cheeks
Her vision is blurred but still waits
To see if her protector is going to relent and beg

For someone else’s forgiveness
Or remain like a prisoner in this… church
Two little Indian girls sit in a darkened room
The oldest kneels but does not pray
Two little Injun girls sit in a darkened room
They wonder why they have to beg for forgiveness in the first place
Injun was the word, not once, but three times
it echoed from an ignorant boy’s mouth
The older sister heard him as she approached
her sister near the church’s steps
Filled with anger she stretch her arms towards his neck
In front of a house of God
Grabbing him by his collar, told him to apologize
Ordered him too
Two little Injun girls sit in a darkened room
The oldest realizes, this camp opposes their kind
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The Looney Bin Trip
By Sarah Nicholsan

The looney bin trip
It’s a hotel now
Luxurious and posh
No remnants of tubercular blood
Or Schizophrenic chronic masturbators
That old massive
Barely a woman at 15
Cut wrists and broken heart
Cold, evasive were these walls
Brown, lurid, sterile
Rooms so immaculate you could feel the death
But not smell. Taste…maybe
No one went near the crematorium
Were all damaged here
Forsaken babes healing violently
Adolescence took its tole
He was blonde
Flirtatious coy teenage obsessions
But blonde was numb, She was red
But the cure is confusion
Not a sin nor a ringer
Wrists still scared, Mind the eternal enigma
We were never innocent
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Fragile
By Jyllian Roach

The woman is red-eyed and frightened. It’s been
three days since she last slept; instead she sits next to the
bed and stares. I can see her clearly from where I wait.
Sometimes she reads out loud. Now and then a doctor or
an officer speaks with her. It’s obvious they add nothing
to what she already knows in her heart. Her body nods
along with their words and phrases but her mind relives
only her mistakes.
A nurse walks into the room and hands her a
cup of coffee. I wonder at it. Caffeine for a woman who
does not sleep given by a healthcare professional. I know
though, that the true purpose is to help her steal time. The
nurse leaves and the woman opens a garishly colored book
and reads in a gentle, raspy voice. My impulse is more
than I can bear. I stand at the door and listen to a few lines
about a child on a fantastic adventure with creatures only
dreamt about in a land that does not exist. “Why do you
read to him?” She jumps when I speak.
“It’s his favorite story,” she says in a confused fog.
I step into the room and look down at the bed. “But
he’s not awake.”
“That doesn’t mean he can’t hear me,” she whispers. I consider her words. Not a statement, but a plea. I
choose not to disillusion her. She grips the railing of the
bed and stares down. “I did this,” she says.
“Tell me.” I already know the answer.
“I…I…” She begins to cry, her body shakes. I glance
at the clock on the wall. “I was working in a bar.” Her voice
gains strength with each word. I stare at the bed. “There
was a man, a regular.” I nod once. “His name was Leo.”
She gives a shuddering sigh. “He would come in twice a
week, order three drinks, talk about the news, and leave.”
She looks into my eyes. I stare back. “He and I, we started
dating after a few months. He moved in with me,” She
nods down to the bed, “with us a couple weeks later.” Her

chin quivers as she continues. “Leo wasn’t a, a kid person.
Mostly he just ignored Christopher…I was lonely. I’d been
lonely for so long.” Her eyes search mine for a sign of understanding. I don’t. She closes hers, pale brown and full of
heart break. “One night, Leo broke my nose. When we
were sitting in the emergency room Chris asked me why I
wanted to be so sad.”
I glance at the clock once more.
“I filed for a restraining order the next morning. We
moved; I got a new job. I came home one night and Leo
was sitting on my couch. He screamed at me, slapped me,
and then he left. We moved again and again. He always
found me.” She started to cry. I regret my impulse, but now
I can rush nothing. “It had been so long since we’d seen
him. I thought I was finally safe. Then, three nights ago…”
Her sobs bury her words. She pulls her knees to her chest
and enfolds herself. An inconsolable cocoon. I can hear the
words running through her head, but she lacks the courage to speak them, as though to hide them within her is to
prolong the inevitable.
The clock tells me I can give her a few moments. I
look at the bed. The boy is six years old. He liked dinosaurs
and race cars and the color green. His favorite ice cream
was Neapolitan, but he called it Napoleon. He wanted to
learn to ride a horse. He wanted to be a police officer when
he grew up – not the real kind, but the kind that exist in the
movies and the imagination of small children.
Both of his eyes are black. His lips and right cheek
are swollen. His left arm is in a cast, along with his left
foot and right leg. There is an IV in his right elbow and a
breathing tube down his throat. A teddy bear is nestled in
his unbroken arm.
“You haven’t introduced yourself.” Her voice
is flat and drained. Are you the social worker they mentioned? Come to see if I’m a fit parent?” she chuckles in a
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high-pitched note of hysteria. “I’m not.”
I stare at her, weighing my words, deciding what to
tell her. “I’m not a social worker, but I’m here to take your
son away.”
She’s suddenly angry, her features morph with
feral instincts. “What gives you the right to decide?” It’s a
scream of rage but without volume.
I shrug. “I don’t make the decisions.”
“Of course. You simply accept what you are told and
carry it out.” She is shaking.
“Finish your story.” I ponder the time.
“Go to hell.” Her voice is flat again.
“If you don’t tell yourself the rest of it, you will always
be in this room.”
“Get out.” She lifts an unpleasant finger.
I sigh and force her to look at me. “Three nights
ago, he knocked on the door. You refused him entry. He
kicked until the little chain lock snapped.” She moves to
the bed and looks down. Her tears fall onto the teddy bear.
“He screamed at you. You left him, you ruined his life. He
slapped you. You found some courage then, and you tried
to fight back. He’s a strong man. He beat you until you
fell. In fact, you suspect your wrist and a couple of ribs
are broken, but you won’t tell the doctors. You were on
the ground screaming and he wouldn’t stop. You knew he
wasn’t going to. You cried for help, and help came.” I stop
and stare at her. She shakes her head, still staring at the
bed. “Finish your story.” A whispered no, but the words
are running through her mind. “The time is set, and it
will come regardless.”
“Then why finish?” She asks with sarcasm.
“Because you don’t believe it.”
“Christopher came to my rescue. He ran at Leo. He
screamed: ‘Leave my mommy alone!” She tries to rush
through the words, but cannot stop herself from bursting

into fresh sobs.
“Finish it.” Time was almost gone.
“He hit my baby!” she screams. “He hit my son!” She
crumples to the floor, sobbing. “He hit my son until he
stopped moving and then the coward ran.” She peers over
the bed to where I stand. “I can’t protect him. That’s why
you’re taking him.”
“It’s more complicated than that.” She does not hear
me.
“Where?”
I examine the boy and his teddy. “To where he will
be safe and happy.”
“What am I going to do?” she whispers to the walls.
I turn slowly toward her. “You are going to remember always that your son, your baby, died protecting
his mommy and you’re going to live.” She says nothing
through her tears. “It’s time now.”
She lowers the railing with a clang and cradles her
son, kissing his forehead and crying silently. I wait a few
moments then touch his forehead. The room is filled with
urgent alarms, in seconds, a team will respond to its wails.
Until then, Christopher’s mother seems alone in the room.
“Who are you?” Christopher asks as we stare out the
large window.
“The one who will take you to your new home,” I say.
“Is Mommy coming too?” His voice is scared.
“She must stay here,” I tell him.
He stops to look at me, considering every detail. “Are
you an angel?”
I smile, as often as I hear this question it never loses
its charm. I wait to respond until his hand is in mine. I tug
him gently through the window. “No, but you are.”
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An Angel

By Cliff Graves

1) An angel came to me last night,
All by sight with quivered wings
And haggard moth forensics,
Hollywood whores and San Francisco
Queers;
Prepare the catheter for third eye and
Hold fast to your fields of barley and rye.
Industrial smoke signals preparing the plutonium chorus
Of the post-technological Shaman,
Healing the ailments of societal endeavors
In a trance of petroleum peyote.
2) In Plato’s Allegory,
We are born into the blind caverns
Ignorant but able of ascension.
But from ascendancy, oh sweet ascendancy,
Drives that synthetic hearse with tires
Screaming on the tracks of the Lockheed Association.
Wrapped and prepared for brother to sister,
Mother to father,
Incest and rape on the alcohol polluted breath of
Capitalist expansion.
A note to the Congolese: “prepare for forced Vaginal Penetration!”
3) It is found euphoric and without imitation,
Walking on mushroom clouds in ergot repetition,
The disruption of the nuclear family in domestic outbreaks
Of valium and Sudafed consumption.
By and By it will be all right when wall paper flowers
And crimson cathedrals,
Spire and foil, beside the angel of yester night.
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Blues Man
By Aaron Stout

Blues Man, sing a lullaby
Help drown away these stubborn fears
Relentless sad old song
Brigand of my heart
Reminder of too many low memories
And lonely dreams destroyed on the rocks
As Failures of the Father suit His Son
Blues notes spill over into the holes left behind
Singing hard truths men like me refuse to confide
Too arrogant to utter the endless regrets
While empty bottles of wasted excuses
Tell their tales of troubles love would not fix
Take me home, Blues Man
Sing a lullaby so I can forget
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By Cat Hubka

In my Brave new World

In my brave new world
There would be no autocrats
Or bureaucrats Or laundromats
Or snot nosed technocrats
To leash the world with snarling rats
Betray their loves and hearts like that
To authorize or legitimize
Their brain dead frightened selves
Frozen faces in time and places
Cosmetic creams create a dream
mix real with a seam
Way up high on the highest shelf
Or in the cage with a half eaten page
When I betrayed you
and that was
My higher self

Labor of passion
Not division
Or value of what is worth a whole lot
Or just a score
Lead me down your path to Utopia
And tell me the News
From Nowhere…again
Is it peasant and pleasant and bucolic or a bore?
What’s the angle?
What’s the spin?
Doctor up my reality
An erotic pharmo-holiday
I’ll thank you quite properly
But into me you’ll never see
I know nothing of intimacy
IN 2 ME I can’t let U SEE

We pay to vue
Blue ray or pay per view
They’re cheaper than doing
In the long review
But instant gratification got
A hold on you
So stream your life
Away on YouTube

Maybe in New Mexico
Enchanting entrapment
I’ll get to be free
With the savages
But they might judge me
Condemn me
Exclude my posterity
Like they do me

In my utopia you can get
Away from bondage
You are set
On the path of freedom
Not a hostage
Too terrifying for most of you
I bet

Love your Mother
Even when she’s a whore
What does it matter
Cause you’ve raped her bounty once before
Now the only place to find her
Is at the corner store

In my utopia no rules or the hatred
They beget
Each man is his master
No woman is owned
Tending to gardens
Or in the forest to roam
There life is an art form
And art is a life form
Every craft is a moment or a year reborn
Breathing the scents of the soft forest floor
Stench of poverty and ignorance
And fear - No more
Nowhere is somewhere is everywhere
On the shore
On the mountain and the desert
Unseen here in my core

And why do we
Exactly
Plant crab apple trees
Down the sidewalks
Of northeast Albuquerque?
How does that reflect her
Or make her more pretty?
Oh Mother just once
We should say that
We’re sorry
But we don’t mean it
It’s a soulless apology
Engineers know better
How to gestate a litter
Of horrors we term
“Humanity”
What is human
About that?
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Exactly?
What is human when what is left
Is an old man’s memory?
To see someone else’s life
In a vision of what to be
To see only black and white
Monochromatically
Law and order
Just forget her
And the meaning of “deity”
We are smarter
Know what’s better
Than the Tao
Or Christo-anarchy
Embrace responsibility
Or the notion that
I take care of me
My heart My soul
My mind and body
Isn’t that the meaning of
Spirituality
You’re not my god
They’re not my god
No thing is my god
It’s between God and me
In my utopia
No one will play god
Perfecting perfection
Perfecting the imperfectable
Forget their imperfections
And obvious…not odd
To look at the world
As a safe and lovely place
Not hostile at all
To the hostile human race
So superficial are we
So arrogant as well
We can do better than God
And create heaven out of hell
Rather we bring our hell
Out into the heavens
Personal agency
The flower of liberty
Make a mockery
Of human history
Patriarchal machinery
Makes slaves of one half

						

Of humanity
In my utopia
There’s room for love
And euphoria
What this world needs now
Is love
for the dove
Not the eagle
Or the mallard
Or the ostrich
Or the coward
What we need now
Is thorough cleaning
Simplifying not contriving
Reprogramming
Recycling
Recovering
Reminding
An answer
Something elegant
An Occum’s razor thing
Not difficult to wedge
Not like the razor’s edge
Listen to the young people
They’re wiser than we know
When did it change
Wisdom’s pendulous swing
The old are younger than
The younger than the old
Look up from your feet
What do you see
Where is the creative
Innovation is a sea
A new generation of
Unrealized and
unexpressed
Originality
Insecticide and Pesticide
Infanticide and Genocide
Why run and hide?
Corporation and Amalgamation
Homogenation and Alienation
But leave the electricity
If we want to see
Pandora’s box of mystic mythic living trees
Bring back to life
The child I long
To once again BE
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